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There are at least five competing theories about the linguistic prehistory of 
Chinese. Two of them, Tibeto-Burman and Sino-Tibetan, originated in the be-
ginning of the nineteenth century. Sino-Caucasian and Sino-Austronesian are 
products of the second half of the twentieth century, and East Asian is an intri-
guing model presented in 2001. These terms designate distinct models of lan-
guage relationship with divergent implications for the peopling of East Asia. 
What are the substantive differences between the models? How do the para-
digms differently inform the direction of linguistic investigation and different-
ly shape the formulation of research topics? What empirical evidence can 
compel us to decide between the theories? Which of the theories is the default 
hypothesis, and why? How can terminology be used in a judicious manner to 
avoid unwittingly presupposing the veracity of improbable or, at best, unsup-
ported propositions? 

 
1. THE GENESIS OF POLYPHYLETIC LINGUISTICS. One of the ironies in 

the history of linguistic thought is that today’s default hypothesis on the 
genetic affinity of Chinese has its roots in the quest for the genetic relatives 
of Dutch. The Indo-European language family was first identified in Leiden 
by Marcus van Boxhorn (1647). This theory of language relationship was 
called ‘Scythisch’ and only came to be known as Indo-Germanic or Indo-
European in the 19th century. In 1647, the ‘Scythian’ family specifically 
included Sanskrit, known to van Boxhorn through the vocabulary recorded 
by Ctesias of Cnidos in the fifth century BC, and all then known branches of 
Indo-European, viz. Latin, Greek, Celtic, Indo-Iranian, Germanic, Baltic and 
Slavonic. 

Crucially, Scythian was a family distinct from the languages of the Far 
East, Africa and the Americas and explicitly excluded Hebrew, the language 
of the Old Testament. Yet in the 17th century the family was not yet com-
plete. Scythian did not include Albanian, which was recognised to be Indo-
European only at the beginning of the 19th century by the Danish linguist 
Rasmus Rask, whose insight was published posthumously (1834, I: 156-
157). Only later did Joseph Ritter von Xylander (1835) actually demonstrate 
the Indo-European affinity of the language. Likewise, van Boxhorn was 
unable to include Anatolian languages such as Hittite, Luvian and Palaic 
into ‘Scythian’ because the clay tablets on which these extinct languages 
were recorded in cuneiform writing had not yet been discovered. The Czech 
scholar Bedřich Hrozný would first recognise Hittite to be Indo-European in 
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1915. Similarly, the manuscripts written in Tocharian languages were not 
discovered until the beginning of the 20th century. 

Marcus van Boxhorn had intellectual precursors such as Sigismundus 
Gelenius,1 but his explicitly formulated theory of a family of genetically 
related languages deriving from a common ancestral language and distinct 
from other linguistic families was a novel idea. In addition to first identify-
ing the Indo-European language family, van Boxhorn also set forth a metho-
dology of historical linguistic comparison by identifying the pitfalls of false 
cognates, borrowings and etymologically unrelated look-alikes. A common 
ancestral language was to be sought not just in lexical comparison but 
through grammar, particularly in the form of accidence or flexional morpho-
logy. He distinguished between inherited morphology and innovations or 
later parallel developments, which he called çierselen ‘embellishments’ to 
the flexional system. He pointed out the diagnostic importance of shared 
grammatical anomalies as representing irregular vestiges of older morpholo-
gical systems.  

The Scythian theory formulated in Leiden was propagated by scholars 
such as Andreas Jäger (1686) in Germany and William Wotton (1730 
[1713]) in the British Isles. After an earlier comparative study of Gothic and 
Dutch, Lambert ten Kate (1710, 1723) wrote an historical grammar of Ger-
manic, in which he formulated the first sound laws involving regular phono-
logical change. Based on the systematic nature of correspondences between 
related languages, Lambert ten Kate stressed that phonological and morpho-
logical change were regular processes and that there were no exceptions to 
the rules of historical sound change.2 His emphasis on regelmaet en rang-
schikking ‘rule and order’ in sound laws, regular patterns of alternation in 
wortelvocael ‘root vowel’, and historical changes affecting Declinatien and 
Conjugatien led to what later became known in German scholarship as the 
Ausnahmlosigkeit der Lautgesetze, i.e. the rigour of ‘exceptionlessness’ of 
sound laws.  

 
1 cf. van Driem (2001: 1039-1051, and forthcoming).  
2 Lambert ten Kate observed: ‘Ondertusschen is het mij niet onaengenaem geweest, na 
ons onderzoek dezer Taelstoffe, te bevinden, dat het gemeene zeggen van daer is geen 
Regel zonder exceptie bij onze Tael geene proef meer kan houden, alzoo de Uitzonderin-
gen zo schaers zijn geworden, en, na de rijkelijkheid der gevallen te rekenen, genoegsaem 
als tot niet zijn versmolten’ [freely translated: Having conducted our linguistic research, it 
has not been unpleasant to be able to establish that our language does not abide by the 
common saying that ‘there is an exception to every rule’, for the exceptions have become 
so scarce that, in view of the inordinate number of regular cases adduced, they have ef-
fectively been reduced to naught.] (1723, I: x). 
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In 1810, a new name was coined for the Scythian family in Paris by the 
exiled Danish geographer Conrad Malte-Brun, who renamed the phylum ‘la 
Famille des langues indo-germaniques, qui règnent depuis les bords du 
Gange jusqu’aux rivages de l’Islande’ (1810, II: 577). The French term 
indo-germanique was translated into German as indo-germanisch by Julius 
von Klaproth, who knew about Sinhalese and chose more dramatic wording 
to depict Indo-Germanic stretching from Iceland to Ceylon: 

Dieses ist der am weitesten verbreitete Stamm in der Welt, denn seine 
Wohnsitze fangen auf Zeilon an, gehen über Vorder-Indien und 
Persien, über den Kaukasus nach Europa, welchen Erdtheil er fast 
ganz inne hat, bis zu den Shetlandinseln, dem Nord-Kap und Island. 
(1823a: 42). 

The rationale behind indo-germanique or indo-germanisch was that this 
widespread language family, consisting of many branches, could be aptly 
and poetically named after its easternmost and westernmost branches, viz. 
Indic and Germanic.3 The prolific August Friedrich Pott contributed much 
to popularising indo-germanisch (1833, 1836), but scholars soon began to 
take exception to the term, most notably in Germany. 

Reacting to Asia Polyglotta, Wilhelm von Humboldt first proposed the 
alternative term Sanskritisch: 

die Sanskritischen… Dieser Ausdruck dürfte sich für die mit dem 
Sanskrit zusammenhangenden Sprachen, die man neuerlich Indo-
Germanische genannt hat, nicht bloß durch seine Kürze, sondern auch 
durch seine innere Angemessenheit empfehlen, da Sanskritische Spra-
chen, der Bedeutung des Worts nach, Sprachen kunstreichen und zier-
lichen Baues sind. (1827: 176) 

Meanwhile, in a review of Adelung’s Mithridates, the English polymath 
Thomas Young coined the term ‘Indoeuropean’ in October 1813: 

Another ancient and extensive class of languages, united by a greater 
number of resemblances than can well be altogether accidental, may 
be denominated Indoeuropean, comprehending the Indian, the West-
Asiatic, and almost all the European languages. (1813: 255) 

In the context of ‘dialects derived from the Sanscrit’, Young observed 
with Adelung that ‘The gypsies were certainly expelled from some part of 
India’ (1813: 265-266). The origin of Müller’s Turanian idea can be also 
traced to Adelung via Young’s grouping together of all the non-Indo-

 
3 The term ‘Indic’ is still used in some contexts as a stylistic variant for Indo-Aryan, one 
of the two branches of ‘Indo-Iranian’. 
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European and non-Afroasiatic languages of Eurasia into a single ‘Atactic’ 
family. At this point in the history of science, the search for linguistic 
homelands had not yet been divorced from the quest for the Biblical 
paradise:  

In tracing the pedigree of all these languages to their remotest origin, 
we arrive at Professor Adelung’s investigations respecting the 
probable situation of the Paradise of the Scripture. This he places in 
Cashmir, between Persia, Tibet and Indostan, in the most elevated 
region of the globe; a country remarkable for its soil, its climate and 
for other natural advantages, which contributed to render its modern 
inhabitants, before their conquest by Afghans, distinguished for their 
beauty, their talents and their luxury; and he considers his opinion as 
confirmed by the situation allotted to the Indian Paradise, on the hill 
Meru, which gives rise to four great rivers, the Indus, the Ganges, the 
Burrampooter and a great river of Tibet. If we choose to assign a geo-
graphical situation to the common parent of this class [i.e. Indo-Euro-
pean], we should place it to the south and west of the supposed origin 
of the human race; leaving the north for our third classs, which we can 
only define as including all the Asiatic and European languages not 
belonging to the two former; which may be called Atactic, or, perhaps, 
without much impropriety, Tataric; and which may be subdivided into 
five orders, Sporadic, Caucasian, Tartarian, Siberian and Insular. The 
African and American languages will constitute a fourth and fifth 
class sufficiently distinct from the rest, but not intended to be con-
sidered as any otherwise united than by their geographical situation 
(1813: 255-256) 

In his early writings, Franz Bopp avoided using any name for the 
language family, and only later did he first gingerly once mention the term 
indisch-europäisch (1833: v).4 Meanwhile, Young’s term continued to make 
inroads, but at Oxford the German linguist Müller attempted to abrogate 
Indo-European in favour of his own term:  

The… family of languages is the Arian, or, as it used to be called, the 
Indo-European. The latter name indicates the geographical extent of 
this family from India to Europe, the former recalls its historical recol-

 
4 The context was the preface to the first edition of his Indo-European comparative gram-
mar where Bopp pointed out that, whilst consonantal roots consisting of three permuting 
radicals served as a diagnostic for membership in the Semitic group, the shared traits 
which bound together Indo-European languages were of infinitely greater refinement. 
‘Das Familienband hingegen, welches den indisch-europäischen Sprachstamm um-
schlingt, ist zwar nicht weniger allgemein, aber in den meisten Richtungen von unendlich 
feinerer Beschaffenheit’ (1833: v). 
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lections, Arya being the most ancient name by which the ancestors of 
the family called themselves. (Müller 1855: 27) 

Soon Bopp cast himself in the role of champion of indisch-europäisch or 
indo-europäisch (1857: xxiv). He complained about the popularity of indo-
germanisch and was pleased to point out that Wilhelm von Humbolt shared 
his aversion for the term. He confessed that his own personal preference 
would otherwise have been for indo-klassisch because Latin and especially 
ancient Greek had more faithfully retained traits of the proto-language than 
any modern European tongue. Ironically, Bopp predicted that Wilhelm von 
Humboldt’s term Sanskritisch would, because of it brevity, ultimately be the 
winning horse.5 Bopp’s prediction was, of course, wrong. Instead, his own 
choice won out in the end, whilst the French rendering indo-européen was 
popularised most effectively by Adolphe Pictet (1859, 1863). Yet indo-
germanisch continues to lead a modest but robust existence today, whereas 
Scythisch, the original name for the family, as well as the erstwhile favour-
ites Sanskritisch and Arian have all but been forgotten.  

The far-reaching implication of the Scythian or Indo-European theory 
was that the languages of the Far East, Africa and the Americas likewise 

 
5 This influential passage is worth quoting in extenso, albeit in a footnote: Ich nenne den 
Sprachstamm, dessen wichtigsten Glieder in diesem Buche zu einem Ganzen vereinigt 
werden, den indo-europäischen, wozu der Umstand berechtigt, daß mit Ausnahme des fin-
nischen Sprachzweiges, so wie des ganz vereinzelt stehenden Baskischen und des von den 
Arabern uns hinterlassenen semitischen Idioms der Insel Maltha alle übrigen europäischen 
Sprachen, die klassischen, altitalischen, germanischen, slavischen, keltischen und das Al-
banesische, ihm angehören. Die häufig gebrauchte Benennung “indo-germanisch” kann 
ich nicht billigen, weil ich keinen Grund kenne, warum in dem Namen des umfassendsten 
Sprachstamms gerade die Germanen als Vertreter der übrigen urverwandten Völker 
unseres Erdtheils, sowohl der Vorzeit als der Gegenwart, hervorzuheben seien. Ich würde 
die Benennung “indo-klassisch” vorziehen, weil das Griechische und Lateinische, beson-
ders das erste, den Grundtypus unserer Sprachfamilie treuer als irgend ein anderes europä-
isches Idiom bewahrt haben. Darum meidet wohl auch Wilhelm von Humboldt die Benen-
nung INDO-GERMANISCH, zu deren Gebrauch er oft Veranlassung gehabt hätte in seinem 
großen Werke “Über die Kawi-Sprache”, dessen geistvolle Einleitung “Über die Ver-
schiedenheit des menschlichen Sprachbaues” dem sprachlichen Universum gewidmet ist. 
Er nennt unseren Stamm den sanskritischen, und diese Benennung ist darum sehr passend, 
weil sie keine Nationalität, sondern eine Eigenschaft hervorhebt, woran alle Glieder des 
volkommensten Sprachstamms mehr oder weniger Theil nehmen; diese Benennung dürfte 
darum vielleicht, auch wegen ihrer Kürze, in der Folge über alle anderen den Sieg davon 
tragen. Für jetzt ziehe ich aber noch, des allgemeineren Verständnisses wegen, die Benen-
nung INDO-EUROPÄISCH (oder INDISCH-EUROPÄISCH) vor, die auch bereits, sowie die entspre-
chende im Englischen und Französischen, eine große Verbreitung gewonnen hat. (1857: 
xxiv) 
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represented many different unrelated phyla or language families. This view 
was long resisted in several quarters, first on Biblical grounds and later in 
the guise of grandiose theories of language relationship. These two opposing 
trends in linguistic thought directly shaped views of the linguistic position 
of Chinese. An explicitly polyphyletic view of Asian linguistic stocks was 
first presented in 1692 by Nicolaes Witsen, former burgomaster of Amster-
dam. Witsen provided numerous words lists and specimens of the languages 
of Siberia, eastern Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia based on his 
travels through the Russian Empire.  

Witsen identified the languages known today as Altaic as being varieties 
of ‘de Tartersche Spraek’, and he carefully pointed out the linguistic dis-
tinctness of the family of languages today known as Uralic as well as the 
distinctness of languages of the Caucasus and of tongues spoken by Palaeo-
siberian groups. Yet Witsen believed that the peoples speaking most of 
these various languages were racially ‘Tartaren’ or had ‘Tartersche’ affini-
ties. The Swedish officer Phillip Johann von Strahlenberg spent time in 
eastern Russia as a prisoner of war after the battle of Poltava. Strahlenberg 
adopted Witsen’s polyphyletic view of Asian linguistic stocks and in 1730 
restricted the use of the term Tatarische Sprachen to Turkic, Mongolic and 
Tungusic, three major branches of the language family known today as 
Altaic.6  

Both Witsen and Strahlenberg had recognised the distinctness of Uralic 
languages, but a more explicit identification of Uralic as a family is attribut-
ed to the Hungarian jesuit János Sajnovics, who went to Norway to conduct 
astronomical observations north of the Arctic Circle and discovered that he 
could understand the Lapps. His subsequent inquiries culminated in a lec-
ture delivered at Copenhagen and published at Trnava in 1770 entitled Dem-
onstratio idioma Ungarorum et Lapponum idem esse ‘a demonstration that 
the languages of the Hungarians and the Lapps are the same’. Afterwards, at 
the behest of Catherine II, Peter Simon Pallas compiled word lists of lan-
guages of the Russian Empire and beyond. These two volumes, published in 
1786 and 1789, contained new data from languages which Witsen had stud-
ied and some data on newly reported languages, notably several now extinct 
Yenisseian tongues.  

Sir William Jones learnt about the Scythian theory through second-hand 
intermediaries, viz. the writings of William Wotton and James Burnett, Lord 

 
6 The Altaic affinity of Japanese was first asserted by Engelbert Kæmpfer (1729) and 
more pointedly by Philipp von Siebold (1832). Both men were attached to the Dutch mis-
sion at Edo. The special relationship between Korean and Japanese was asserted by 
George William Aston (1879), assistant secretary for Japanese of the British legation at 
Edo. 
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Monboddo. Pious scholars such as Jones felt compelled to interpret the 
polyphyletic view of Asian tongues implied by the Scythian theory in terms 
of a Biblical belief system, within which the myth of the Tower of Babel 
offered an explanation of how ‘the language of Noah’ had been ‘lost irre-
trievably’ (1793: 489).  

2. THE DEFAULT HYPOTHESIS: TIBETO-BURMAN. The first rigorous 
polyphyletic exposition of Asian linguistic stocks was presented in Paris by 
the German scholar Julius Heinrich von Klaproth in 1823. His Asia Poly-
glotta was more comprehensive, extended beyond the confines of the Rus-
sian Empire and included major languages of East Asia, Southeast Asia and 
Polar America. Based on a systematic comparison of lexical roots, Klaproth 
identified and distinguished twenty-three Asian linguistic stocks, which he 
knew did not represent an exhaustive inventory. Yet he argued for a smaller 
number of phyla because he recognised the genetic affinity between certain 
of these stocks and the distinct nature of others.  

Klaproth treated the language stocks of northeastern Eurasia each as a 
distinct phylum, e.g. Yukaghir, Koryak, Kamchadal, and the languages of 
the ‘Polar-Amerikaner in Asien’. Using data from Dutch colonial sources, 
Klaproth became the first to clearly identify the languages of Formosa as 
members of the Austronesian language family, genetically related to Malay 
and Malagasy (1822, 1823a, 1823b). Klaproth followed Witsen and von 
Strahlenberg in recognising Turkic, Mongolic and Tungusic languages as 
forming a family of related languages, but he still considered Korean and 
Japanese to be distinct Asian phyla. One of the major linguistic phyla identi-
fied by Klaproth was the language family which comprised Burmese, Tibet-
an and Chinese and all languages which could be demonstrated to be gen-
etically related to these three. 

Klaproth explicitly excluded languages known today to be members of 
the Daic or Kra-Dai family, e.g. Thai, or members of the Austroasiatic fam-
ily, e.g. Vietnamese and Mon (1823a: 363-365). Yet Klaproth did not devise 
labels for each of the many distinct language phyla which he identified in 
Asia. From 1852 onwards, John Logan became one of the first to use the 
term ‘Tibeto-Burman’ in print for the language family identified by Klap-
roth, and to which Logan added Karen and other related languages. 
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DIAGRAM 1: One of the language families identified by Julius Heinrich von Klap-
roth in his polyphyletic view of Asian linguistic stocks (1823a, 1823b). He explicit-
ly excluded languages today known to be Daic, e.g. Thai, and known to be Austro-
asiatic, e.g. Mon, Vietnamese. 

 

 
 
Yet Logan, like many other scholars of his day in the British Isles, was 

an adherent of the Turanian theory dreamt up by Friedrich Max Müller in 
Oxford. So, he treated Tibeto-Burman as an ingredient in this hypothetical 
Turanian family, which supposedly encompassed all languages of the world 
other than the Indo-European and Afroasiatic languages. Logan later also 
coined the label ‘Chino-Tibetan’ for a subset of ancient Tibeto-Burman 
tribes between East and Central Asia (1856: 16).7 Subsequently, Charles 
Forbes observed: 

The term ‘Tibeto-Burman’ has latterly crept into use as the convenient 
designation of a very large families which appear more or less to 
approximate to each other. (1878: 210) 

Scholars such Bernard Houghton, who worked on languages in Burma, 
followed Klaproth in recognising Chinese to be a member of this Tibeto-
Burman family. Houghton observed that in Tibeto-Burman far-reaching 
phonological change had altered the appearance of many shared roots, parti-
cularly in the ‘tonic languages’ which had ‘suffered much from phonetic 
decay’. False cognates that look alike ought not to be confused with genuine 
shared Tibeto-Burman roots: 

 
7 In his quixotic attempts to reconcile the diversity which he observed with the mono-
phyletic Turanian vision, Logan devised numerous ad hoc terms for real or imagined 
genetic ties between larger groups, e.g. ‘Malagaso-Asonesian’, ‘Draviro-Asonesian’, ‘Tib-
eto-Ultraindian’, ‘Himalayo-Asonesian’, ‘Chino-Himalaic’, ‘Dravido-Australian’, ‘Ultra-
Indo-Gangetic’, ‘Gangeto-Ultraindian’. None of these coinages was to be so enduring as 
Tibeto-Burman. 
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If many such exist in Burmese, where phonetic decay is comparatively 
moderate, how much more must it be the case in extreme cases like 
Chinese (even the re-construction of the old sounds in this language 
barely brings it to the same stage as modern Burmese) and Sgaw-
Karen, in which latter every final consonant, even nasals, has been 
elided. (1896: 28) 

Robert Cust likewise followed Klaproth in treating ‘Tibeto-Burman’, in-
cluding Karen, as a family distinct from the ‘Tai’ and the ‘Mon-Anam’ fam-
ilies (1878). 

Epistemologically, Klaproth’s model makes the fewest assumptions and 
thus continues to represent the most agnostic theory about the genetic rela-
tionship of Chinese. The Tibeto-Burman theory asserts that Tibetan, Bur-
mese and Chinese are genetically related. Furthermore, the theory assumes 
that there is a family of languages that can be demonstrated to be genetically 
related to these three languages, and that, at this reconstructible level of 
relationship, Tibeto-Burman excludes both the Daic or Kra-Dai languages 
and the Austroasiatic languages. No new nomenclature is proposed. Tibeto-
Burman is used in its original sense to denote the family tree recognised by 
Julius von Klaproth and accepted by scholars such as Forbes, Houghton and 
Cust. The Tibeto-Burman theory makes no explicit assertions about the 
internal subgrouping of the family. So, what is the evidence for the Tibeto-
Burman theory? 

A vast body of data and comparative work has come to fill the literature 
on Tibeto-Burman ever since Nicolaes Witsen published the first Tibetan 
word list and first specimens of Tibetan script in the West in 1692. Most of 
this literature is cited in the bibliography of my handbook (van Driem 
2001), and a number of outstanding contributions have appeared since, e.g. 
Burling (2004), Coupe (2003), Genetti (2003), Haller (2004), Hari and 
Lama (2004), Hildebrandt (2003), Jacques (2004), Lahaussois (2002), Op-
genort (2004, 2005), Strahm and Maibaum (2005), Watters (2002, 2004). 
All early and recent descriptions of Tibeto-Burman languages support the 
Tibeto-Burman theory. Comparative historical studies, reconstructions of 
Proto-Tibeto-Burman and of Tibeto-Burman subgroups such as Old Chinese 
all bear out Klaproth’s original model, even when some of the scholars who 
have marshalled this evidence entertained different, less agnostic theories of 
language relationship, e.g. Shafer (1963, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1974), Benedict 
(1972, 1976), Matisoff (2003).8 

 
8 These first attempts at reconstruction inevitably suffered from major shortcomings and 
oversights and do not yet constitute reconstructions in the conventional historical linguis-
tic sense, cf. Miller (1968, 1974), Sagart (2006). 
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DIAGRAM 2: Tibeto-Burman subgroups identified since Julius von Klaproth. 
Brahmaputran may include Kachinic and Dhimalish. Various other subgrouping 
proposals are discussed in my handbook (van Driem 2001).9 
 

 
As the most agnostic and best supported theory about the genetic affinity 

of Chinese, the Tibeto-Burman theory constitutes the default hypothesis. No 
additional evidence need be adduced to bolster the case of Tibeto-Burman. 
Rather, the burden of proof lies on proponents of theories that make a 
greater number of assertions about the genetic relationship of Chinese. We 

 
9  The Ěrsū cluster, sometimes called ‘Southern Qiāngic’, comprises Ěrsū, Shǐxīng, Nà-
mùyì and perhaps Guìqióng. Qiāngic proper comprises the rGyalrongic group recognised 
by Jackson Sun (Sūn Tiānxīn) and Huáng Bùfán, which includes rGyal-rong, Ěrgōng and 
Lavrong, and other languages such as Qiāng, Mi-ñag (Mùyǎ), Tangut, Prinmi, Zhābà and 
Choyo (Quèyù). Whether or not Qiāngic as such is a valid clade has yet to be convincing-
ly demonstrated. 
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shall now turn to four of these other theories and assess the weight of 
evidence in their favour. 

3. TIBETO-BURMAN PROPER VS. PIONIONED ‘TIBETO-BURMAN’. Both 
monophyletic models obscured the genetic position of Chinese. Adherents 
of either Indo-Chinese or Turanian remained confused about Chinese and 
undertook to treat Sinitic as something outside of Tibeto-Burman. Müller’s 
Turanian was mentioned above. Indo-Chinese was the invention of the Scot-
tish travelling scholar John Leyden (1806, 1808), whose hypothetical lan-
guage family encompassed all faraway tongues of Eurasia and Oceania. The 
anomalous treatment meted out to Chinese within both monophyletic con-
ceptions was due to various causes. 

Race and language used to be confused by many laymen and even by 
some linguists. Much was made of the fact that the Chinese appeared to be 
racially different from the Burmese, for example, though linguists such as 
Klaproth and Müller stressed the absolute distinction in principle between 
race and language, many remained deaf to their explanations.10 

A second source of confusion was language typology. In 1782, Rüdiger 
proposed that structural differences between languages were the result of 
differences in the stage of development attained by various language com-
munities. Language types therefore reflected a hierarchy of thought. The 
morphological simplicity of Chinese puzzled typologists who wondered 
how a people speaking a language at the bottom of the ladder in terms of 
structural complexity could have produced a great civilisation. 

In 1854, Arthur de Gobineau attempted to resolve this quandary by 
speculating that Chinese, whilst a primitive tongue, had been successful 
because the language was male. Half of the world’s languages, he reasoned, 
were male, and half were female. Male languages are naturally endowed 
with greater precision than female languages, which are replete with vague 
notions and emotive terms. Other linguists like Ernest Renan resolved the 
apparent contradiction in their minds by ascribing a ‘sècheresse d’esprit et 
de cœur’ and all sorts of other nasty attributes to the Chinese. Wilhelm von 

 
10 Müller’s writings on the topic are copious. We shall draw just one example from Klap-
roth on the distinction between ethnic and linguistic relationship: ‘Es ist richtig zu sagen, 
die deutsche Sprache stammt von denselben Wurzeln ab als das Sanskrit, aber unsinnig 
darum das Deutsche Volk von den Hindu abzuleiten’ (1823a: 43). Some scholars such as 
Huot agreed: ‘L’opinion de M. Klaproth ne fait, selon nous, que confirmer notre opinion 
qui est celle de tous qui étudient la nature: que les langues ne peuvent que fournir des 
caractères incertains pour la classification des espèces ou des races d’hommes’ (Malte-
Brun 1832, I: 521), but this essential distinction was to be lost on many people. 
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Humboldt and August Friedrich Pott were amongst the linguists who chal-
lenged racist notions propagated by the language typologists.  

Scholars in Germany working in the tradition of Klaproth had sound in-
tuitions about Chinese historical phonology and lucid insights into its impli-
cations for historical grammar. Carl Richard Lepsius insisted that Chinese 
tones were phonological and could not be equated with either musical tones 
or intonation. In comparing Tibetan and Southern Chinese dialects with 
Mandarin, Lepsius recognised that ‘die Chinesischen Tonaccente’ had 
arisen from the loss of syllable finals and the loss of distinctions between 
older syllable initials. Therefore, Lepsius argued both against the diachronic 
implication of the ladder of language evolution invented by the typologists 
and against the independent genetic status accorded to Chinese by the 
monophyleticists. In terms of their historical phonology, Chinese dialects 
did not represent ‘embryonische unentwickelte Ursprachen’. Rather, Chin-
ese dialects were much evolved languages whose apparent ‘Einsilbigkeit’ 
was the result of sound changes which had obscured their genetic proximity 
to their closest cousins. 

These diachronic developments had not only reduced phonological 
distinctions in the roots, but had in the process also partially or wholly 
obliterated smaller flexional elements that differentiated words which had at 
one time been morphologically articulate (Lepsius 1861: 472, 492-496). 
Based on lexical comparison with other Tibeto-Burman languages such as 
Lepcha, Kuki-Chin and Tibetan, Wilhelm Grube arrived at the same con-
clusion (1881: 19-20). A century later, Søren Egerod eloquently reiterated 
this Sinological view: 

Quand le chinois apparassait comme une langue écrite sur les bronzes 
ou dans de vieilles œuvres comme le Shū Jīng, nous n’avions plus de 
doute que nous ayons devant nous une langue dont la morphologie 
était développée, mais dont l’écriture était de telle nature que cette 
morphologie se cachait assez largement. On a continué d’écrire 
pendant très longtemps des expressions morphologiques différentes 
d’une racine avec un caractère unique. Ainsi, quand on lisait un texte, 
on suppléait la lecture par une interprétation de la langue écrite. (1972 
[1967]: 101)11  

Wilhelm Schott, another adherent of Klaproth’s polyphyletic model, 
argued against both Turanian and Indo-Chinese. In a wonderfully worded 

 
11 By contrast, Matisoff’s ‘view from the Sinosphere’ does not correspond to the insights 
of Sinologists but represents his self-confessed predilection to envisage the proto-lan-
guage as endowed with Benedict’s two proto-tones and structurally similar to Lahu, a lan-
guage for which he professes great fondness (2000: 367) 
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letter now kept at the Royal Asiatic Society in London, Schott tried to per-
suade Brian Houghton Hodsgon to abandon Müller’s Turanian theory. Like-
wise, in the proceedings of the Royal Academy in Berlin, Schott complained 
that the term indo-chinesisch was ‘eine unpassende benennung’ because the 
three best known languages of Southeast Asia, Burmese, Vietnamese and 
Thai, were known to belong to three separate language families (1856: 161-
162). Schott used the term ‘Siam-sprachen’ for the Daic or Kra-Dai lan-
guages, but he invented no term for the other two language families identi-
fied by Klaproth. Rather, somewhat diffidently, Schott resigned himself to 
the fact that people might go on using the term indo-chinesisch, but caution-
ed that those using the label ought not to adopt the uninformed monophyle-
tic model that it represented. 

Here history teaches us an important lesson. The English term ‘Indo-
Chinese’, adopted in German as indochinesisch, with or without a hyphen, 
remained popular, and inexorably along with the catchy name came the 
model of genetic relationship that it denoted. As a consequence, much sub-
sequent scholarship either uncritically accepted the family tree or attacked 
the language family from within, only to end up belatedly with the same set 
of language families at the end of the 20th century that Klaproth had identi-
fied for this part of the world at the beginning of the 19th century. 

Unfettered by the Indo-Chinese paradigm, Francis Mason recognised the 
Mon-Khmer-Kolarian or Austroasiatic family when he established the gen-
etic relationship between the Munda languages of the Indian subcontinent 
and the Mon-Khmer languages of Southeast Asia (1854, 1860). By contrast, 
working within the monophyletic paradigm, Ernst Kuhn had to extricate 
Austroasiatic from Indo-Chinese to get ‘zwei Hauptgruppen von Sprachen’, 
one of which encompassed ‘die Sprachen von Annam, Kambodscha und 
Pegu’, whereas the other group lumped together ‘die Sprachen von Tibet, 
Barma, Siam und China’ (1883, 1889), to which Kuhn also added Karen and 
the languages of the Himalayas. 

Subsequently, several tendencies conspired to take Chinese out of 
Tibeto-Burman and assign it to the wrong language family. Ignorance of 
Chinese historical phonology and widespread preconceptions about race led 
scholars like American philologist John Avery12 to treat Chinese as some-
thing outside of Tibeto-Burman (1885). At the same time, scholars of Indo-

 
12 Benedict’s unusual treatment of Karen between 1972 and 1976, based mainly just on 
word order typology, may have been influenced by the view propounded by Avery at New 
Haven, Connecticut, that ‘the position of the Karen dialects of British Burma is not yet 
settled, since they present features of both the isolating and agglutinating languages’ 
(1885: xviii). 
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Chinese, unlike scholars who followed Klaproth, proved unable to distin-
guish between inherited and borrowed vocabulary in Thai. Konow and 
Grierson criticised the Indo-Chinese and Turanian views but adopted a card-
inal legacy of its proponents by putting Chinese together with Daic or Kra-
Dai into a ‘Siamese-Chinese’ family, distinct from ‘Tibeto-Burman’ (1904, 
1909). This bifurcation into a western and an eastern branch, which Kurt 
Wulff (1934) called ‘das Tibeto-Barmanische’ and ‘das Siamesisch-Chine-
sische’, became the hallmark of the Indo-Chinese model, shown in Diagram 
3. As long as the name Indo-Chinese remained in use, those who employed 
the term adopted the model it designated, e.g. Georg von der Gabelentz 
(1881), Emile Forchhammer (1882), August Conrady (1896), Berthold 
Laufer (1916). 

DIAGRAM 3: The Indo-Chinese or Sino-Tibetan theory: 
Daic or Kra-Dai has been excluded since the Second World War. 

 
 
Indo-Chinese was renamed ‘sino-tibétain’ by Jean Przyluski in 1924, and 

the new name gradually caught on. Finally, in the 1930s, Robert Shafer de-
cided to take Daic out of Indo-Chinese, but on a pilgrimage to Paris he was 
convinced by Maspero to leave Daic inside Sino-Tibetan (Shafer 1955: 97-
98). So, Paul Benedict was able to scoop Shafer by removing Daic in 1942 
after he too had joined Kroeber’s Berkeley project. Shafer patently rejected 
a bifurcation of the language family into ‘Tibeto-Burman’ and ‘Siamese-
Chinese’. Therefore, aside from Daic, which Shafer retained against his bet-
ter intuitions, his Sino-Tibetan consisted of five divisions, i.e. Sinitic, Bodic, 
Burmic, Baric and Karenic. Benedict, however, stuck with the Indo-Chinese 
model which had been passed down from generation to generation, and after 
the excision of Daic the resultant tree effectively brought back the family to 
Klaproth’s original Tibeto-Burman with one salient difference. The postu-
lation of a reduced ‘Tibeto-Burman’ subgroup, from which Sinitic has been 
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excised and which is coordinate with Sinitic under the top node, remains the 
sole defining trait of the Sino-Tibetan model.13 

Sino-Tibetan, therefore, is essentially a subgrouping hypothesis that pos-
its a pinioned ‘Tibeto-Burman’ taxon, as opposed to the originally conceiv-
ed Tibeto-Burman family which I shall continue to call Tibeto-Burman 
proper. The ‘Tibeto-Burman’ of the Sino-Tibetanists encompasses all lan-
guages of the family other than Sinitic. Since these languages have never 
been shown to share any common innovation that would set them off col-
lectively as a subgroup against and on par with Sinitic, the Sino-Tibetan 
hypothesis remains unsupported by evidence to date. Matisoff has continued 
to reproduce the Sino-Tibetan family tree as an article of faith (Matisoff 
2000, 2003), but, when challenged to defend this subgrouping hypothesis, 
he has failed to adduce any shared innovation or compelling lexical evi-
dence for pinioned ‘Tibeto-Burman’. 

Some subgrouping proposals are ambivalent with regard to a choice be-
tween Tibeto-Burman proper or Indo-Chinese, e.g. Shafer’s Bodic or Burm-
ic, in that these proposals could be subgroups within either model. This can-
not be said for either Sino-Bodic or pinioned ‘Tibeto-Burman’. Sino-Bodic 
essentially dates back to Klaproth’s own observation that Tibetan appeared 
to be genetically closer to Chinese than either was to Burmese (1823: 346, 
356, 365). Additional evidence in support of the Sino-Bodic hypothesis was 
presented by Simon (1929), Shafer (1955, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1974), Bod-
man (1980) and myself (van Driem 1997). My coinage ‘Sino-Bodic’ reflects 
Shafer’s view that the alleged affinity is between Sinitic and the nebulously 
delineated Bodic, not just between Sinitic and Bodish.14 Moreover, a 
complex relationship of borrowing may have existed between Chinese and 
languages such as Tibetan at various stages of their history, and this process 
may have been further complicated by a contact phenomenon described by 
Ferlus as ‘hypercorrection by affected imitation’, masking a layer of bor-
rowings which has hitherto not been clearly identified in historical com-
parative studies (2003: 274). 

 
13 Well into the 1970s, Sino-Tibetanists still classified Daic or Kra-Dai as part of the 
Sino-Daic branch of Sino-Tibetan, e.g. Milner and Henderson (1965). General linguists 
still often continue to present Sino-Tibetan as a family comprising ‘le chinois, le thaï, le 
tibétain et le birman’, e.g. Malherbe (2001: 35). 
14 Shafer pointed out: ‘Bodish is genetically closer to Chinese than it is to Burmese. To 
anyone not led by the exotic appearance of Chinese characters to regard the language as a 
thing apart, this conclusion should not come as a surprise in view of geography and 
history’ (1955: 97). His later discussion of the divisions extended the observation to Bodic 
as a whole. 
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Matisoff was able to eliminate only 12 of the 39 specific Sino-Bodic 
correspondences, viz. Nos. 40, 48, 49, 56, 58, 60, 61, 64, 66, 69, 74 and 77 
in Matisoff’s numbering.15 A few more correspondences were unconvin-
cingly challenged. For example, the alternative cognate set which Matisoff 
proposes for correspondence No. 75 is contestable, and his alternative ex-
planation for correspondence No. 46 makes less semantic sense. Given the 
speciousness of some of Matisoff’s etymologies (e.g. 1992, cf. Sagart 
1994b), his semantic sensibilities, as diagrammed in his ‘metastatic flow 
charts’ (e.g. 1978), are not always to be trusted. In addition to Sino-Bodic 
lexical isoglosses, my article presented Tibeto-Burman correspondences for 
which the phonological match with Sinitic is generally better for Bodic than 
for cognate forms from other branches of Tibeto-Burman.16 In addition to 
leaving most of the Sino-Bodic evidence unassailed, Matisoff failed to ad-
dress relevant evidence adduced by Shafer and Bodman. 

So, in contradistinction to Sino-Tibetan, for which no evidence has ever 
been presented, lexical and morphological evidence warrants entertaining 
Sino-Bodic as a viable working hypothesis about the closest relatives of Sin-
itic within Tibeto-Burman. Stanley Starosta accepted Sino-Bodic and incor-
porated the hypothesis in his East Asian phylogeny, discussed below. Mati-
soff rails that the evidence for Sino-Bodic might be ‘turning all our ideas 
about ST/TB subgrouping upside down’ (2000: 366). Matisoff’s histrionic 
reaction and strident tone must be seen as a sally not against Sino-Bodic per 
se, but against the threat which Sino-Bodic poses to Sino-Tibetan, the sub-
grouping hypothesis about pinioned ‘Tibeto-Burman’ that he inherited from 
his mentor Paul Benedict in 1968. 

It has been suggested that perhaps the distinction between what is recon-
structed as *a vs. *ә (or *ā vs. *a) in current versions of Proto-Sinitic might 
conceivably represent an ancient ‘Sino-Tibetan’ distinction lost in a merger 
which affected all ‘Tibeto-Burman’ languages, but this idea has not been 
pursued. Not all branches of Tibeto-Burman have been scrutinised in this 
regard, and ultimately such a conjecture cannot be sustained on the basis of 
an unwarranted limitation of the available evidence. A tentative cursory 
study by Jean Robert Opgenort has shown that whereas Old Chinese *a (or 
*ā) appears most often to correspond to an /a/ in modern Kiranti languages, 

 
15 The exhilaratingly productive search for Sino-Bodic evidence in Kiranti languages was 
abruptly curtailed when the member of the Himalayan Languages Project with whom I 
had undertaken to pursue this work fell chronically ill. 
16 My article explicitly stated that the latter set of roots is reflected outside of Bodic, 
particularly in Brahmaputran, and Matisoff acknowledged that I stated this to be so, yet in 
the same article he insinuates that the latter cognate set too was adduced as representing 
exclusive Sino-Bodic isoglosses. 
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the Tibeto-Burman vowel reflected by Old Chinese *ә (or *a) appears to 
have engendered a more complex pattern of vocalism in Kiranti (pers. 
comm., 5 VII 2005). 

More importantly, even if the Old Chinese distinction were shown not to 
be reflected outside of Sinitic, then there is yet no way of knowing, given 
the present state of the art, whether the Sinitic distinction does not represent 
one of many innovations which define Sinitic as a branch of Tibeto-
Burman. In light of correspondences between Kulung and Old Chinese long 
vowels, Tolsma previously raised the question whether Old Chinese long 
vowels are a Tibeto-Burman retention ‘or that a sound change which yielded 
long vowels took place as early as the Old Chinese period’ (1999: 497). 
Persistent misunderstandings about diachronic developments in Slavic ac-
centuation are especially instructive in this regard (Kortlandt 2003). Czech 
vowels show a phonological length contrast, but the ontogeny of the distinc-
tion is complex. At the present state of our knowledge, even if the distinc-
tion were not to be shared with Kiranti, the most parsimonious explanation 
would be that the Old Chinese distinction between *a vs. *ә represents a 
split in Sinitic rather than a merger shared by all other Tibeto-Burman lan-
guages. 

Another last straw for a drowning hypothesis to grasp at is held out by 
the idea that pinioned ‘Tibeto-Burman’ shares some lexical items not found 
in Sinitic. However, each and every branch of Tibeto-Burman, including 
Sinitic, lacks reflexes of some common Tibeto-Burman roots. Gongduk, for 
example, resembles Chinese in lacking a reflex of the ubiquitous Tibeto-
Burman root for ‘pig’, the most recently postulated reconstruction of which 
is still *pwak (Benedict 1972: 217, Matisoff 2003: 662). Yet pork plays an 
important role in Gongduk culture just as it always has in Chinese cuisine. 
The diversity in vocabulary and grammar in Tibeto-Burman may not be as 
great as in Indo-European or Afroasiatic. Yet the Tibeto-Burman language 
family is not at all as cohesive a group as was once assumed. 

Old Chinese represents an older stage of Sinitic, a phonologically inno-
vative branch. So it is to be expected that the reconstructible Old Chinese 
syllabary should, because of its time depth, resemble other Tibeto-Burman 
languages more closely than do modern Sinitic languages. Yet the recent 
improved reconstructions by Baxter and Sagart differ dramatically from 
Karlgren’s pioneering work and now make Old Chinese look like a very 
run-of-the-mill Tibeto-Burman language from the Himalayan perspective. 
The Sino-Tibetan view of Chinese as the odd man out is not just sustained 
by a lack of familiarity with recent breakthroughs in Sinitic reconstruction. 
More typically, this view is nourished by a lack of familiarity with langua-
ges of other branches of the family such as Gongduk, Hrusish or the Kho-
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Bwa cluster, all spoken in the Tibeto-Burman heartland closer to the lan-
guage family’s centre of gravity and all just as divergent from ‘mainstream’ 
Tibeto-Burman as are the modern Sinitic languages.17 

It is natural to assume that the linguistic ancestors of Sinitic might have 
lost some of their original Tibeto-Burman lexicon on their long trek from 
the greater Himalayan region to the North China plain. Lured as they were 
by the riches of the advanced neolithic civilisations along the Yellow River, 
it would also have been natural for them to adopt new vocabulary from the 
affluent pre-Tibeto-Burman resident populations of the North China plain. 
This migration may have taken place at the dawn of the Shāng dynasty, 
when common Tibeto-Burman had probably already broken up into the 
major branches attested today. At present, there is no evidence that the rest 
of the language family was still a unity at the time that Sinitic split off. 
Sino-Tibetan designates the abidingly incorrect Indo-Chinese construct in 
its most recent incarnation. The fact that there is no evidence for Sino-

 
17 Just like British scholars in the 19th century, Jaxontov proposed a homeland in Sìchuān 
(1977). Subsequently, so did I (van Driem 1998). In their archaeological discussion of the 
Sìchuān homeland hypotheses, Aldenderfer and Zhang ‘agree with van Driem that 
Sichuan is a likely source for a Neolithic package’ which gave rise to cultures on the Yel-
low River (2004: 39). Yet Aldenderfer and Zhang (2004: 37) appear to think that I do not 
include the mKhar-ro site near Chab-mdo or any other Tibetan archaeological sites in my 
model. Tibetan archaeological site mKhar-ro or mKhar-chu, which I discuss at length (van 
Driem 2001: 430-431), is sinicised in the Chinese archaeological literature with characters 
that are correctly romanised as Kǎruò, and which Aldenderfer and Zhang incorrectly tran-
scribe as ‘Karou’. Sites should be named properly in accordance with archaeological con-
vention. Their misunderstanding again provides the context for my assertion that: ‘Numer-
ous artificial problems in Tibetan toponymy and cartography currently result from the 
practice of listing only the sinified version of Tibetan place names in Hànyǔ Pīnyīn 
romanisation without providing the real place names’ (loc.cit.). Incorrect Hànyǔ Pīnyīn 
transcriptions merely exacerbate the problem. Aldenderfer and Zhang identify mKhar-ro 
or Kǎruò as a colonial exponent of the Mǎjiāyáo neolithic in Gānsu, but their cursory 
familiarity with the literature leads them to think that they are the first to do so. In fact, a 
good number of Chinese archaeologists (e.g. Xǐzàng etc. 1979, Ān 1992) had already 
identified mKhar-ro or Kǎruò as a colonial exponent of the Mǎjiāyáo neolithic, and my 
model followed this consensus. Aldenderfer and Zhang do not differentiate between lan-
guage spread by demic diffusion and language intrusion by colonial migration, and they 
inexplicably attempt to interpret ‘Karou’ as the result of demic diffusion from Sìchuān. 
Purely on linguistic grounds, Peiros’ lexicostatistical classification based on the highest 
diversity of primary taxa purportedly indicates ‘a possible location of the homeland in the 
territories south of the Himalayas’, whereas the location of Sinitic could be ‘easily ex-
plained as the result of later migration’ (1998: 217). In December 2004, at the 10th Hima-
layan Languages Symposium in Thimphu, I presented other arguments for a possible 
Himalayan homeland for Tibeto-Burman. 
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Tibetan does not diminish the fact that the hypothesis represents an intrin-
sically interesting proposition. Yet the theory which makes the least as-
sumptions and is best supported by evidence is the default, and after nearly 
two centuries Klaproth’s Tibeto-Burman is still the default hypothesis. 

4. GRAND MONOPHYLETIC VIEWS: SINO-AUSTRONESIAN. The old mo-
nophyletic views failed to correctly appraise the genetic position of Chinese. 
Turanian had generally been abandoned by the end of the 19th century, 
whereas Indo-Chinese still survives though it has been whittled down and 
renamed Sino-Tibetan. A twist in the history of linguistics is that new grand 
monophyletic models have been developed to genetically unite many of the 
languages of eastern Eurasia and in the process define the genetic position 
of Chinese. Here three theories will be examined, i.e. Sino-Austronesian, 
Sino-Caucasian and East Asian. All three theories are fascinating and will 
no doubt continue to influence our conjectures about prehistory, as the evi-
dence is accumulated, sifted and tested. 

Sino-Austronesian is a new theory first presented at a conference in 
Texas in 1990. The Sino-Austronesian theory is an ongoing story which 
continues to unfold in fascinating and unexpected ways. In the first version 
of Sino-Austronesian, Sagart (1990, 1991, 1993) held that the evidence war-
ranted entertaining the view that Sinitic is genetically related to Austro-
nesian rather than, or more so than, to ‘Tibeto-Burman’. The claim of a 
family comprising just ‘Chinese plus Austronesian’ was generally rejected, 
e.g. Blust (1995), Li (1995), Pulleyblank (1995) and Starostin (1995a, 
1995b), but some, including myself, gave the intriguing evidence adduced 
by Sagart a fair hearing. 

At the time, I speculated that the correspondences adduced by Sagart 
might be the residue of a contact situation between ancient Northern Tibeto-
Burmans, i.e. Sinitic or Sino-Bodic peoples, and ancient Austronesians (van 
Driem 1998). I proposed that proto-Austronesians were the behind littoral 
cultures which lay south of the Yangtze delta such as the Hémǔdù culture on 
Hángzhōu Bay in Zhèjiāng, the Dàpènkēng of Formosa, the Fùguódūn of 
Quemoy and related neolithic cultures of Fukien of the fifth and early fourth 
millennium BC. The contact situation between Proto-Austronesian and an 
ancient variety of Tibeto-Burman which accounted for Sagart’s correspon-
dences ensued upon the northward expansion of Proto-Austronesians from 
south of the Yangtze delta, giving rise to the Lóngshān interaction sphere 
which emerged in the fourth and third millennia BC and connected coastal 
cultures from north to south, such as the Dàwènkǒu assemblage in Shān-
dōng, the Qīngliángǎng culture of northern Jiāngsū, and the Mǎjiābāng cul-
ture of the Yangtze delta.  
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DIAGRAM 4: Sagart’s Sino-Austronesian theory (2005), incorporating Sagart’s 
major revision of Austronesian phylogeny (2004). Northeastern Formosan com-
prises Kavalan and Ketagalan. Under the Muish node, Northeastern Formosan is 
coordinate with the Formosan ancestor languages which gave rise to Kra-Dai and 
Malayo-Polynesian respectively. 

. 

 
 
The second version of Sino-Austronesian came to encompass ‘Chinese 

plus Tibeto-Burman plus Austronesian’ after a number of ‘direct Proto-
Austronesian-Proto-Tibeto-Burman comparisons not involving Old Chinese, 
or with better semantic agreement between Proto-Austronesian and Proto-
Tibeto-Burman’ led Sagart to concede that the facts now ‘render less likely 
the possibility that the material shared by Old Chinese and Tibeto-Burman 
reflects a contact situation. They suggest that Tibeto-Burman languages may 
stand closer to Chinese (and to Proto-Austronesian) than I had originally as-
sessed’ (1994a: 303). In addition to reintroducing Tibeto-Burman into the 
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equation, Sagart had improved his comparisons by replacing Otto Demp-
wolff’s reconstruction of Uraustronesisch, taxonomically comparable to 
Malayo-Polynesian, with Robert Blust’s proto-Austronesian reconstructions. 
Sagart also addressed relevant methodological issues (1995a, 1995b, 
1995c). 

The third and most recent incarnation of Sino-Austronesian (Sagart 
2001, 2002, 2005) is the most interesting and methodologically most rigor-
ous. Li Fang-kuei’s reconstruction of Old Chinese has been replaced with 
Sagart’s own 1999 reconstruction. The comparanda now feature only Proto-
Austronesian reconstructions in the accepted system of sound correspond-
ences, and Sagart’s comparisons rigorously distinguish between etyma re-
flected at the Proto-Austronesian and the Malayo-Polynesian levels. In the 
process, the evidence in support of Sino-Austronesian has grown rather than 
diminished. 

Sagart’s Sino-Austronesian theory is now based on 75 lexical compari-
sons, 61 involving ‘basic vocabulary’ and 14 items of ‘cultural vocabulary’. 
The Austronesian comparanda are taken from the Proto-Austronesian level 
or involve reconstructed ‘Proto-East-Coast-Linkage’. The latter used to be 
something of a taxon within Austronesian, although the group has recently 
been abolished by Sagart’s own 2004 revision of Austronesian phylogeny. 
Sagart’s new Austronesian phylogeny, based on arguments advanced by 
Haudricourt (1956) and new insights into the time depth of Kra-Dai or Daic 
as a taxon (Ostapirat 2005), has both solved the ‘Austro-Thai’ problem and 
incorporated Kra-Dai into the Sino-Austronesian equation (Sagart 2002, 
2004, 2005a, 2005b). For 69 out of the 75 correspondences, the Tibeto-
Burman comparanda are reconstructed Old Chinese forms. For 45 of these 
69 comparisons Sagart is able to adduce an additional cognate from another 
language, usually Tibetan or Burmese. In three instances, a Tibeto-Burman 
reconstruction by Peiros and Starostin (1996) is used, and in several cases 
the comparanda are taken from a modern language, e.g. Chepang, Lushai or 
Lepcha. Only six of the 75 comparisons involve a non-Sinitic form only, for 
which Sagart found no Old Chinese cognate. 

Fourteen of the 75 items are cultural vocabulary and include items rel-
ating to cereal cultivation. Their special significance lies in the fact that two 
salient items relating to rice cultivation are uniquely shared by Tibeto-
Burman and Austronesian, whilst Austronesian and Austroasiatic do not 
share this vocabulary (Sagart 2003a, 2005a). One of these correspondences, 
Austronesian *beRas ‘husked rice’ vs. Tibetan ḥbras ‘rice’, was first point-
ed out by Hendrik Kern (1889: 5). Whereas Kern believed that this corre-
spondence reflected an early borrowing which indicated whence the ances-
tors of the Tibetans had first acquired rice, Sagart adduces the correspo-
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dence in support of a Sino-Austronesian phylum and adds the Old Chinese 
cognate 糲 bmә-rat-s. A second rice term is Austronesian *Sumay ‘rice as 
food’ vs. Old Chinese 米 amijʔ ‘grain of cereal’ and Garo may ‘paddy’. 
Sagart also presents correspondences between Austronesian *beCeng ‘Seta-
ria’ vs. Old Chinese 稷 btsïk and Austronesian *Numay ‘Panicum’ vs. Old 
Chinese 麻 and 黍 amaj.  

The Sino-Austronesian roots adduced to date reflect the proto-meanings: 
body hair, bone, brain, elbow, female breast, foot, head, palm of the hand, 
pus, mother, egg, horn or antler, leech, snake, worm, cloud or cloudy, earth, 
moon, salt, sunlight, water, wind, cave or hole, year, carry, chew, close or 
shut, come or go, short or cut off, dig, drown or disappear, fall, flow or 
water or river, follow, grasp or embrace, hold something in one’s fist or 
hold something in one’s mouth, lick, meet, open, put together, ruin or 
damage, scrape I, scrape II, sink, sleep, speak or say, think, vomit or spit, 
wash, gird, bent or crooked, broad, bent, dar, far, high or tall, hot, old or 
grown-up, sharp, thick, this, Setaria, Panicum, husked rice, paddy, chicken, 
cage or enclosure, net, broom, stopper or plug, to bury or tomb, loincloth or 
robe, plait or braid, shoot, hunt.  

Sagart’s thinking about genetic relationships has by no means remained 
static. He describes himself as ‘one of the last doubters’ that Chinese was 
even genetically related to Tibeto-Burman. So, when he finally accepted this 
genetic relationship, it was naturally Sino-Tibetan that he adopted, for this 
model maintained a safe distance between Sinitic and all its closest 
relatives. However, recently, Sagart has come to question the Sino-Tibetan 
paradigm espoused principally by Matisoff. Tibeto-Burman has most recent-
ly come to mean non-Sinitic for Sagart, who stresses that his ‘use of the 
term should not’ be construed to imply that he is ‘presently convinced that it 
is a valid grouping’ (2006). I submit that it is less misleading then to simply 
say ‘non-Sinitic’, since ‘Tibeto-Burman’ is used by believers in Sino-Tibet-
an to denote non-Sinitic languages as if they together formed a valid taxon. 
In all his previous work, Sagart too used the term ‘Tibeto-Burman’ explicit-
ly in this meaning. Sagart’s present non-acceptance of pinioned ‘Tibeto-
Burman’ is an implicit disavowal of the Sino-Tibetan hypothesis that may 
indicate that he is well on the way to accepting the original Tibeto-Burman 
theory first propounded in Paris some 128 years before Sagart himself was 
born there. By the same token, Sagart’s original name ‘Sino-Austronesian’ 
is to be preferred above the newer and unwieldy ‘Sino-Tibetan-Austro-
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nesian’, which incorporates the name of a hypothesis from which he has dis-
sociated himself.18 

At the same time, Sagart is uniting several of Klaproth’s language fam-
ilies in ways that must be catching most scholars by surprise. Sagart’s new 
Austronesian phylogeny, with his identification of Kra-Dai as a lower-level 
offshoot of a Muish ancestor language on Formosa, not only solves the 
Austro-Thai enigma, but also points the way towards a fundamental revision 
of the Austric problem. Wilhelm Schmidt was the first to propose an Austric 
language family consisting of Austroasiatic and Austronesian, a later ver-
sion of which even included Japanese (1906, 1930). Additional evidence in 
support of Austric was adduced by Kuiper (1948) and Reid (1994, 1999, 
2005). August Conrady (1916, 1922) and Kurt Wulff (1934, 1942) proposed 
a mega-Austric superfamily consisting of Austroasiatic, Austronesian and 
Indo-Chinese, i.e. Kra-Dai and Tibeto-Burman. Another expanded Austric 
theory, Greater Austric, united Austroasiatic, Austronesian, Kra-Dai and 
Hmong-Mien (Blust 1996b; cf. van Driem 2001: 298-302). Reid is right to 
assess that: 

With the accumulation of evidence presented by Sagart… the concept 
of ‘Austric’ as a language family may eventually need to be abandon-
ed in favour of a wider language family which can be shown to in-
clude both Austronesian and Austroasiatic languages but not necessa-
rily as sisters of a common ancestor. (2005: 150)  

5. GRAND MONOPHYLETIC VIEWS: SINO-CAUCASIAN. Whereas Sino-
Austronesian is a new theory, Sino-Caucasian emerged from a long tradition 
of scholarship which sought genetic links between language isolates such as 
Basque and Burushaski, distant languages such as Chinese and Tibetan, and 
isolated families such as Yenisseian and the languages of the Caucasus, e.g. 
Trombetti (1905, 1925), Bleichsteiner (1930), Bouda (1936, 1950, 1954, 
1964). The chief current proponent of Sino-Caucasian is the late Russian 
linguist Sergei Starostin, Sagart’s junior by five years.19 The four main 
branches of Sino-Caucasian are North Caucasian, Sino-Tibetan, Yenisseian 
and Burushaski. 

 
18 No doubt the acronym STAN will lead some to speculate that Sagart adopted the new 
name to commemorate the late Stanley Starosta, just as some have speculated that I 
named Sino-Bodic after the late Nicholas Cleaveland Bodman, who was one of its 
proponents before me. In fact, I only spoke with Bodman once in Lund in 1987, and 
Bodic is Shafer’s old term for a hypothetical superordinate branch within the language 
family. Both the terms ‘Bodish’ and ‘Bodic’ contain the Tibetan word Bod ‘Tibet’. 
19  Sergei Starostin sadly passed away in Moscow at the age of 52 on 30 September 2005, 
just after this article had first been submitted for publication, several months after he had 
been awarded an honorary doctorate at Leiden.  
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Even North Caucasian is itself not a universally accepted theory, but a 
genetic relationship proposed by Nikolai Trubetzkoy (1922) between West 
Caucasian, or Abkhazo-Adyghean, and East Caucasian. Evidence was ad-
duced for this relationship by Georges Dumézil and later by various Soviet 
scholars. Most recently, Sergej Nikolaev and Sergej Starostin published a 
dictionary of reconstructed North Caucasian (1994). Two of the most inter-
esting ingredients of the North Caucasian theory are the inclusion of the ex-
tinct Hattic language into West Caucasian, a hypothesis proposed at the be-
ginning of the 20th century, and the inclusion of the extinct languages Hur-
rian and Urartaean into East Caucasian, a theory proposed by Forrer (1919: 
1040). Both hypotheses have been discussed elsewhere (van Driem 2001: 
1057-1060). Orël and Starostin have recently even added Etruscan to East 
Caucasian (1990). 

Sino-Caucasian has undergone continual expansion, and the arguments 
in favour of the phylum are scattered throughout the literature, e.g. Starostin 
(1982, 1984, 1991, 1995a, 1995b, 2002), Nikolaev and Starostin (1984, 
1994). Sino-Caucasian is just one leg of a phylogenetic centipede which 
unites all languages of the world within a single genetic phylum. The next 
higher node, Dene-Caucasian, comprises Basque and the Na-Dene lan-
guages (Starostin 1984, 1995, Ruhlen and Starostin 1994). The treatment of 
the Basque material has been criticised by Trask (1994, 1995a, 1995b). 
Dene-Caucasian has been expanded to include extinct languages of the Iber-
ian peninsula, about which hardly anything is known, as well as Sumerian 
and Pelasgian (Nikolaev 1991, Bengtson 1991). 

The current state of the art in Sino-Caucasian comparative linguistics is 
posted on Starostin’s webpage <ehl.santafe.edu>, as it appeared during the 
summer of 2005, where 1358 Sino-Caucasian etymologies were listed. Sino-
Caucasian reconstructions are based on Starostin’s reconstructed roots for 
North Caucasian, ‘Sino-Tibetan’, Yenisseian and Burushaski. The Sino-
Tibetan reconstructions correspond largely to those given in Peiros and Star-
ostin (1996), which are based on five strategically chosen Tibeto-Burman 
languages, i.e. Old Chinese, Tibetan, Burmese, Jinghpaw and Lushai. Star-
ostin’s website has been strengthened by the inclusion of a Kulung diction-
ary provided by Gerard Tolsma, a Yamphu dictionary by Roland Rutgers 
and Limbu and Dumi dictionaries by myself. 
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DIAGRAM 5: Starostin’s Sino-Caucasian and Dene-Daic theories (2005). North 
Caucasian consists of West Caucasian, including Hattic, and East Caucasian, is 
taken to include Hurro-Urartaean and Etruscan. The extinct languages Sumerian 
Iberian and Pelasgian are also part of the equation. Starostin use the Chinese name 
Miáo-Yáo for Hmong-Mien. 

 
. 

 
In most cases, the Sino-Tibetan reconstructions in Peiros and Starostin 

are not reflected in all five languages, and in many cases they are supported 
by reflexes in only two of the five chosen languages. The same applies mut-
atis mutandis to the reconstructions posted on the website. This modus ope-
randi is similar in principle to the assumption made at the Indo-European 
Etymological Dictionary (IED) in Leiden, whereby a form is judged to be 
reconstructible as a common Indo-European root or process if the etymon in 
question is well reflected in any two out of twelve branches of Indo-
European. The difference, of course, is that Indo-European is a language 
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family with a well-understood history. Moreover, a modern Lushai form is 
not a reconstructed Mizo-Kuki-Chin etymon. So, Peiros and Starostin’s 
‘Sino-Tibetan’ is somewhat analogous to a reconstruction of Indo-European 
based on Kurdish, French, English, Ardhamāgadhī and Norse runes. 

Whenever a ‘Sino-Tibetan’ root is based just on reflexes in languages 
which according to a subgrouping hypothesis could belong to a single 
branch of Tibeto-Burman, such as Old Chinese, Tibetan and Kiranti as 
members of the hypothetical Sino-Bodic, the correspondences in question 
may not legitimate the reconstruction of a root at the Tibeto-Burman or 
‘Sino-Tibetan’ level. The best analogue at present to the twelve branches of 
Indo-European is the model of the fallen leaves of the Tibeto-Burman tree 
depicted in Diagram 2. Although a reconstruction of Proto-Kiranti, for 
example, is available (Opgenort 2005), no reconstructions are available for 
most branches of Tibeto-Burman. 

On the face of things, Starostin’s 1358 reconstructions for Sino-Cauca-
sian would seem to outweigh the 75 correspondences adduced for Sino-
Austronesian by Sagart. However, only 130 of the 1358 Sino-Caucasian re-
constructions are supported by reconstructions from all four putative mem-
ber families, and only 847 additional correspondences involve reconstructed 
‘Sino-Tibetan’ roots at all. Sino-Caucasian is not an established and gen-
erally accepted language family like Indo-European. Rather, the plausibility 
of Sino-Caucasian has yet to be demonstrated. So, decisive evidence for 
Sino-Caucasian cannot be based on reconstructed etyma from only two or 
three of the purported constituent groups. What are we to make of the 64 
Sino-Caucasian reconstructions supported only by a North-Caucasian recon-
struction, the five Sino-Caucasian etyma supported by only a reconstructed 
‘Sino-Tibetan’ root, the one postulated Sino-Caucasaian root supported only 
by a common Yenisseian reconstruction, and the one Sino-Caucasian root 
reflected only by Burushaski? Are these Sino-Caucasian roots posited mere-
ly to furnish comparanda at yet higher putative nodes such as Dene-Cauca-
sian or Dene-Daic? 

Some Sino-Caucasian correspondences are intriguing, such as the recon-
struction *xGwV ‘thou’, synthesised from North Caucasian *ʁwV̄, Sino-
Tibetan *Kʷa-, Yenisseian *kV-/*ʔVk- ~ *gV-/*ʔVg- and Burushaski *gu-
/go- (record no. 241). An etymon, perhaps very much like Starostin’s ‘Sino-
Tibetan’ reconstruction *Kʷa- ‘thou’, is reflected both as an independent 
pronoun and in verbal agreement prefixes in different branches of Tibeto-
Burman. For this reconstructed root, Starostin’s ‘etymological database’ on 
the web gives only the purported Tibetan and Burmese reflexes, whereas the 
reconstruction would appear to be based on more than just Burmese and 
Tibetan. A problem with Starostin’s etymological databases on the web is 
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that they do not in fact render explicit either the empirical basis for the 
proposed reconstructions nor the process by which he arrives at them. 

Another intriguing etymon Sino-Caucasian *=í-xGĂr- ‘dry’ is construct-
ed on the basis of North Caucasian =iG̯wĂr, Sino-Tibetan *kār, Yenisseian 
*qɔ(ʔ)r1- ~ qɔ(ʔ)l- and Burushaski *qhar- (rec. 320). To this Sino-Caucasian 
etymon it is interesting to juxtapose Sagart’s Sino-Austronesian reconstruc-
tion *kaR ‘dry’, based on Sagart’s reconstructed Proto-Austronesian root 
*-kaR ‘dry’, Old Chinese 乾 akar ‘dry’ and Burmese khân ‘dry up, evapor-
ate, be exhausted (of a liquid)’ (Sagart, pers. comm. 30 VII 2005), whereby 
the Burmese final -n reflects an earlier final *-r (Matisoff 2003: 388). So, 
are both Sino-Caucasian and Sino-Austronesian reconstructions just dis-
jointed parts of a bigger puzzle? Whatever the case may be, the sound laws 
connecting the Sino-Caucasian forms are not made explicit on the website, 
but some are detailed in earlier published work, e.g. Starostin (1984, 1991). 
Yet many Sino-Caucasian correspondences do not obey even these laws, 
and Starostin has invoked unspecified ‘accentual factors’ in the past to 
discount the frequent exceptions (1995a, 1995b). 

Several examples taken at random are typical. Sino-Caucasian *Hɨ̆́rxkV̄, 
glossed as ‘male deer or goat’, is extrapolated from the reconstructed North 
Caucasian root *wHɨ̆rẋ̯V ‘mountain goat’, Sino-Tibetan *rjōk ~ *rjūk ‘a 
kind of deer’, Yenisseian *ʔɨʔẋ(V) ‘male deer or billy goat’ and Burushaski 
*har ‘bull, ox’ (record no. 66). This Sino-Caucasian root for ‘deer’ exists 
alongside four other Sino-Caucasian proto-forms for ‘deer’ (record nos. 175, 
472, 696 and 697) and yet another Sino-Caucasian root for ‘goat’, viz. 
*kwɨ̈ʡnɨ̈, supported solely by the North Caucasian reconstruction *kwɨ̈ʡnɨ̈ ~ 
*kwɨ̈ʡnə̆ ~ *kwɨ̈ʡnă (record no. 1299). Equally unfathomable is the Sino-
Caucasian reconstruction *=VʔwV́ŋ ‘go, travel’, derived from North Cauca-
sian *=VʔwVn, Sino-Tibetan *ʔʷă (s-, -ŋ), Yenisseian *hejVŋ and Buru-
shaski *né- (rec. 200). 

More often than not,20 a Sino-Caucasian reconstruction is based on one 
or two reconstructed reflexes from the four proposed member families. 

 
20 In total, 331 Sino-Caucasian reconstructions are based only on North Caucasian and 
Sino-Tibetan reconstructions, 197 Sino-Caucasian reconstructions on correspondences be-
tween North Caucasian, Sino-Tibetan and Yenisseian reconstructions, 163 Sino-Caucasian 
reconstructions on North Caucasian, Sino-Tibetan and Burushaski correspondences, 134 
Sino-Caucasian reconstructed roots on North Causasian and Yenisseian correspondences, 
110 Sino-Caucasian roots on North Causasian and Burushaski correspondences, 86 Sino-
Caucasian roots on Sino-Tibetan and Yenissiean correspondences, 57 Sino-Caucasian 
roots on North Causasian, Yenissiean and Burushaski correspondences, 44 Sino-Cauca-
sian reconstructions on Sino-Tibetan and Burushaski correspondences, 26 Sino-Caucasian 
reconstructions on Sino-Tibetan, Yenisseian and Burushaski correspondences, and 9 Sino-
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Sino-Caucasian *HVlV, glossed as ‘moon; burn(?)’, is based solely on 
Sino-Tibetan *ẋʷelH, which in turn is supported by Old Chinese 燬 *ẋʷejʔ 
‘blazing fire’ and a Proto-Kiranti root *wä̀l21 (recs. 1338, 2656). Yet an-
other Sino-Caucasian reconstruction *HVrV, likewise signifying ‘burn’, is 
based solely on Sino-Tibetan *rë̆w(H) (rec. 1252). Generally, Sino-Cauca-
sian proto-forms rely most heavily on the North Caucasian reconstructions, 
which contain the most reconstructed segments to play with. In addition, 
proto-forms at various levels of reconstruction show much variation. Sino-
Caucasian *=HixqwV́̄, ‘to bear, be born’ is based on North Caucasian 
*=HiqwĀ(n), Sino-Tibetan *Ki(j) ~ Ke(j), Yenisseian *kej- ~ *qej- ~ *gej- 
and Burushaski *-´k ‘children’ (rec. 217). Sino-Caucasian *= HV́̄ʒ̆V̄ ‘clear 
(of weather)’ is based on North Caucasian *=Huʒ̆_Vn, Sino-Tibetan *Ćә̄j ~ 
*Ćә̄l, Yenisseian *ʔēʒ̆- and Burushaski *c̣āŋ ~ *c̣ān, ~ *ʒ́āŋ (rec. 42). Sino-
Caucasian *ẋV̆łHé ‘hand, sleeve’ is based on North Caucasian *ẋĕłHe ~ 
*ẋĕłHa ‘sleeve’ and Yenisseian *xɨre ‘arm’, with the added caveat ‘A very 
complicated picture: confusion of *kwīlʡɨ ́, *xq(w)ɨ́̆ʔi, *xq̇wV́́̄łʔV̆ and 
*ẋV̆łHe’ (rec. 980). 

Semantics at the Sino-Caucasian level can often get a trifle vague. For 
example, there are seven etyma denoting ‘a kind of tree’, viz. record num-
bers 68, 252, 634, 983, 1155, 1306, 1315. There are eighteen Sino-Cauca-
sian proto-forms signifying ‘hair’, viz. record numbers 130, 258, 263, 360, 
554, 575, 603, 988, 1023, 1024, 1060, 1141, 1144, 1201, 1257, 1259, 1290, 
1329. One of these is based solely upon, and is isomorphic with, the North 
Caucasian *ć̣ħwә̄rә́ ‘hair’ (record no. 1290), whereas Sino-Caucasian *burV 
‘hair’ is based solely on Burushaski *bur (rec. 1259). Out of the four Sino-
Caucasian proto-forms denoting ‘a kind of relative’ (viz. record numbers 
108, 277, 284, 1027), Sino-Caucasian *q̇V̄r[H]V́ is synthesised from North 
Caucasian *q̇ar[H]V ‘cousin’, Sino-Tibetan *Kʷrij ~ *Kruj ‘child-in-law’, 
Yenisseian *qär1- ~ *ẋär1- ‘grandchild’ and Burushaski *-rék ‘sibling-in-
law’ (record no. 284). 

There are five Sino-Caucasian roots denoting ‘pus’ (viz. record numbers 
95, 162, 760, 761, 907). The only one of these reflected in all four purported 
branches of Sino-Caucasian is the unwieldy *nĕwxq̇wV́̆, extrapolated from 
North Caucasian *nĕwq̇ŭ, Sino-Tibetan *(s-)nuāk ~ *(s-)nuāŋ, Yenisseian 
dɔ(ʔ)kŋ and Burushaski *nagéi ~ *magéi ‘boil, sore’ (record no. 162). Sino-

 
 

Caucasian reconstructions on correspondences between Yenisseian and Burushaski recon-
structions. 
21 based on forms in Kiranti languages the names of which are misspelt as ‘Kaling’ (recte 
Khaling) and ‘Tulung’ (recte Thulung). 
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Caucasian *[b]VjV, glossed as ‘an internal organ’, appears to have been 
constructed on the basis of Sino-Tibetan *phe ‘spleen’ and Yenisseian 
*b[a]jbVl ‘kidney’ (rec. 103). Three more Sino-Caucasian proto-forms de-
note ‘an internal organ’, viz. record numbers 354, 419, 1236. There are five 
reconstructed Sino-Caucasian roots meaning ‘to laugh’ (viz. record numbers 
16, 477, 880, 903, 957), and none are reflected in more than two of the four 
member families of this widespread family. 

The time frame of the domestication of various cereals is called into 
question by two Sino-Caucasian agricultural terms, both glossed ambigu-
ously as ‘millet, rice’. Sino-Caucasian *λwɨ̆ʔwV́ has been constructed on 
the basis of the irregular North Caucasian root *λwɨ̆ʔwV ‘millet’ and the 
shaky Sino-Tibetan *lɨ̄wH ~ *ƛɨ̄wH denoting some type of grain (record no. 
590), whereas Sino-Caucasian *bŏlćwĭ́ is constructed from North Caucasian 
root *bŏlćwĭ ~ *bŏnćwĭ ‘millet’, Sino-Tibetan *phrē(s) ‘rice’ and Buru-
shaski *baẏ ‘millet’ (record no. 733). 

The notational intricacy of the ensemble of Starostin’s reconstructions 
raises the question as to how much phonological complexity may plausibly 
be imputed to any putative proto-language. At the same time, some forms 
would appear to be attributable to a widespread tendency towards sound 
symbolism, a phenomenon recognised ever since Court de Gébelin (1774). 
For example, Sino-Caucasian *[p]ūHV̆ ‘blow’ is extrapolated from North 
Caucasian *pūHV, Sino-Tibetan *bŭ(-t), Yenisseian *pV(j) and Burushaski 
*phu (record no. 280). 

Grammatical etyma are at best vaguely supported. A Sino-Caucasian ‘in-
terrogative stem’ *mV is based on a reconstructed North Caucasian inter-
rogative stem *mV, an assumed but not really reconstructed Sino-Tibetan 
root *mV, an interrogative root *wi- ~ *we gleaned from Yenisseian pro-
nominal forms, and Burushaski *me- ‘who’ (record no. 426), but what are 
these comparanda precisely? The best reflected out of three Sino-Caucasian 
negative particle is *bV, ostensibly reflected in the reconstructions North 
Caucasian -bV, Old Chinese 不 *pә, Yenisseian *-pun ‘without, -less’ and 
Burushaski *be ‘not’ (record no. 1187). There are two more, even shakier 
reconstructed Sino-Caucasian negative particles, viz. record numbers 1073, 
1187. Some comparanda do not have much substance. The Sino-Caucasian 
verb ‘to be’, *ʔa, is based on a reconstructed North Caucasian auxiliary *=a 
~ *=i, a poorly supported Sino-Tibetan locative or object marker *ʔă* ~ 
*ɣă, an unexplained Yenisseian reconstruction *ʔa and the Burushaski re-
construction *b-a- ‘to be’ (record no. 861). 

6. SINO-AUSTRONESIAN VS. SINO-CAUCASIAN. How do Sino-Austrone-
sian and Sino-Caucasian compare? The first difference involves the many 
degrees of freedom in Starostin’s reconstructions as compared with Sagart’s 
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Sino-Austronesian. The comparanda in long-range comparisons are them-
selves reconstructions, and an element of subjectivity enters into the choice 
of reconstructions, which, at various levels, are usually Starostin’s own. 
Given his stated aim of building a genealogical tree of all of the world’s 
languages and the reduction of the number of nodes to common ancestors of 
particular language families, this multiple leeway in the choice of recon-
structions cannot but afford ample room for the harmonisation of phonolo-
gical shape and meaning of constructed proto-forms, whether or not such a 
process is a conscious one. In the Sino-Austronesian comparison, by con-
trast, Sagart utilises Blust’s reconstructions for Austronesian along with just 
a few of his own. The semantics of Old Chinese forms is arguably as attest-
ed in the texts. Sagart’s 1999 reconstruction of Old Chinese is largely corro-
borated by Baxter’s reconstruction (1992, 1995), particularly where the 
rimes are concerned. Moreover, Sagart’s reconstruction takes into account 
earlier reconstructions such as that of Jaxontov (1965), Lǐ Fāngguì (1971, 
1974, 1976, 1983), Pulleyblank (1984, 1991), Zhèngzhāng Shàngfāng 
(1987) and Starostin (1989). 

Starostin (1995a) once claimed to have found thirteen semantically pre-
cise Sino-Caucasian matches on Jaxontov’s 33-word list. By contrast, 
Sagart’s Sino-Austronesian material contains only seven semantically close 
matches on the Jaxontov list, i.e. including the numeral ‘one’ (Sagart 2005). 
However, an average of between one and two phonological segments match 
per lexical comparison in Starostin’s thirteen best correspondences, whereas 
an average of about three segments match phonologically in Sagart’s seven 
correspondences. Calculations of this type involve a number of arbitrary 
decisions. Whereas an average of between three and four phonological 
segments per lexical comparison match in Sagart’s overall list, the score is 
lower on the short list, simply because two of the seven items, viz. ‘one’ and 
‘this’, consist of only two segments. More generally, however, this discre-
pancy in the number of phonological matches per adduced lexical compar-
ison characterises the entire corpus of correspondences adduced by Starostin 
<ehl.santafe.edu> and Sagart (2005). Often enough, as in many of the 
examples extracted above from Starostin’s website, only one phonological 
segment seems to match in a comparison. At present, therefore, Sagart’s 
Sino-Austronesian would appear to come somewhat closer to attaining the 
rigour of sound laws emphasised by Lambert ten Kate in 1723 than does 
Starostin’s Sino-Caucasian. 

Another difference between the two theories of distant relationship is 
that several morphological processes have been found to be shared by Tib-
eto-Burman and Austronesian. No Sino-Caucasian shared morphology is in 
evidence, and most Sino-Caucasian grammatical morphemes are shaky. By 
contrast, the Tibeto-Burman nominalising suffix *<-n>, intransitive prefix 
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*<m-> and valency-increasing prefix *<s-> appear to be related to the 
Proto-Austronesian nominalising and goal focus marker *<-әn>, actor focus 
marker *<m- ~ -m-> and instrumental or beneficiary focus prefix *<Si-> re-
spectively, all three morphemes being processes ‘which form the backbone 
of Austronesian verbal morphology’ (Sagart 2005: 168-171). Sagart also 
proposes that the distributive marker *<-ar-> might be a morphological pro-
cess shared by both families. 

The Sino-Tibetan problem explained in the first half of this article pre-
sents a serious impediment to both Sino-Austronesian and Sino-Caucasian 
comparison, since both implicitly incorporate the Sino-Tibetan hypothesis 
and are thus built upon an unsupported assumption about the genetic posi-
tion of Sinitic with respect to its closest relatives. The assumed veracity of 
the Sino-Tibetan paradigm compromises the validity of any long-range 
comparison involving Tibeto-Burman proper, but this problem can easily be 
remedied, at least in principle. Meanwhile, Sino-Tibetan continues to shape 
the reconstructions and the identity of correspondences and so compromise 
the evidence adduced for Sino-Austronesian and Sino-Caucasian. This af-
fects both theories of distant relationship, but the problem is compounded in 
the case of Sino-Caucasian by the reliance on lexicostatistics. 

The nodes in Starostin’s genealogical tree of languages are dated by glot-
tochronology as determined by lexicostatistics, based on the assumption of a 
fixed rate of change in core vocabulary over time, whereby lexical diver-
gence is calculated by a neighbour-joining algorithm. Popular in Russia to-
day, lexicostatistics was invented by Constantine Samuel Rafinesque (1831) 
in order to win a gold medal worth 1,000 francs in a competition held by the 
Société de Géographie in Paris22 to determine the origin of Asiatic negritos. 
Rafinesque attempted to demonstrate lexicostatistically that Asiatic negritos 
were neither from Africa or Australia but of Asian origin: ‘Leur berceau fut 
l’Imalaya et l’Indoustan, et ils sont peut-être antidiluviens, au moins en par-
tie’ (Anonymous 1832a: 183). 

After great deliberation, the jury unanimously concluded ‘que la question 
mise au concours n’est point résolue, et que les argumens employés par 

 
22 ‘Dans son assemblée générale du 26 mars 1830 la Société de géographie annonça par 
l’organe de son président qu’un prix, consistant en une médaille d’or de mille francs, 
serait réservé pour un mémoire de recherches et de rapprochemens touchant l’origine des 
nègres asiatiques, et que ce prix serait décerné dans le première assemblée générale de 
l’an 1832. Un seul Mémoire est parvenu à la commission centrale, portant cette devise: 
«Languages do not lie, les langages ne mentent point». En conséquence, il n’y a point eu 
lieu à comparaison, et le rôle de vos commissaires a dû se borner à examiner avec soin le 
Mémoire en question, afin de décider jusqu’à quel point il avait pu satisfaire aux exi-
gences du programme’ (Anonymous 1832a: 175-176). 
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l’auteur du Mémoire leur ont point semblé concluans’. So, the jury proposed 
to the Society ‘de retirer du concours le prix proposé sur l’origine des 
nègres asiatiques’ and to award him instead an honourable mention along 
with ‘une médaille d’encouragement du prix de cent francs’ (1832a: 185, 
186). When the envellope bearing the name was opened, the contents re-
vealed that author was Samuel Rafinesque, who had styled himself ‘profes-
seur des sciences naturelles à Philadelphie’, though at which institution 
precisely will forever remain embarrassingly moot. Rafinesque later thanked 
the society, asked to have his memoir published, sent additional specimens 
of his writings and proposed to apply lexicostatistics to all the native lan-
guages of North America. The president of the society reciprocated by send-
ing Rafinesque ‘les remerciemens de la Société’ (1832b: 249; 1823c: 184; 
1833: 228). A copy of Rafinesque’s memoir, itself never published, is kept 
at the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. 

Rafinesque’s technique was soon applied by Jules Sébastien César Du-
mont d’Urville,23 leading member of the five-man competition jury, to the 
Austronesian languages that Dumont d’Urville had studied on his scientific 
expedition around the world on the corvette l’Astrolabe at the behest of 
Charles X, king of France and of Navarre (regnabat 1824-1830). The vol-
uminous accounts of his voyage include the first published account of how 
the methodology of lexicostatistics arrives at a numerical coefficient of rel-
ationship. In view of its importance, the relevant passage is presented here 
in its entirety: 

D’abord nous avons appliqué à cette épreuve une méthode numé-
rique indiquée par M. Rafinesque dan un Mémoire envoyé à la Société 
de Géographie, pour concourir sur la question touchant l’origine des 
Nègres asiatiques. Voici en quoi elle consiste: 

Entre deux termes propres à exprimer la même idée dans deux lan-
gues différentes, M. Rafinesque établissait six degrés différens de rap-
ports; savoir: 0, pour les mots complétement disparates; 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5, 
pour les mots qui présentaient des analogies plus ou moins marqués; 
enfin 5/5 ou 1, quand les deux termes sont parfaitement identiques ou 
presque identiques. 

Cela posé, si l’on compare successivement une suite de mots pris 
dans deux langues différentes, qui l’on fasse une somme de divers rap-
ports qui en résultent, et que l’on divise cette somme par le nombre 
général d’identité des deux langues entre elles. 

Par exemple, si 35 mots pris dans deux langues différentes ont donné 
une somme de rapports exprimée par 135/5 ou 27, en dividant 27 par 
45, on aura 0,60, c’est-à-dire soixante centièmes ou trois cinquièmes, 

 
23 I thank Roger Blench (1998: 9) for having put me on the trail of this man. 
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pour répresenter le degré d’identité qui existe entre les deux langues 
en question. Si la comparaison n’avait donné qu’une somme de rap-
ports égale à 35/5 ou 7, en divisant par 45, on aurait eu seulement 0,15 
pour représenter cette identité. 

Cette méthode qui ne paraît qu’empirique au premier abord, nous a 
cependant offert des résultats satisfaisans, surtout quand le nombre des 
mots dépasse au moins cinquante, et lorsqu’on a déjà l’idée des muta-
tions dont ils sont susceptible en passant d’une langue dans l’autre; 
seulement il faut toujours faire attention que les rapports établis par ce 
procédé ne sont jamais que relatifs au nombre des mots comparés. 
Pour être absolus, il faudrait comparer deux à deux tous les mots des 
deux langues, ce qui serait impracticable, et ce qui heureusement est 
inutile au but qu’on se propose. Il suffit des mots les plus essentiels, 
de ceux que l’homme dut employer dès qu’il usa du don de la parole. 
(1834c: 266-268) 

Lexicostatistics yielded Dumont d’Urville the geographically surprising 
result that Malay was not intermediate between Polynesian and Malagasy. 
Instead, in harmony with today’s insights regarding the ultimate provenance 
of Malagasy on Borneo, Polynesian showed up as having a closer affinity to 
Malagasy than to Malay. 

Le premier de ces résultats détruit la supposition assez naturelle que 
les langues polynésiennes devraient leur analogie avec le madekass à 
l’intermédiaire du malaïo; car, dans ce cas, leur identité avec le malaïo 
devrait être bien plus prononcée qu’avec le madekass. (1834c: 275) 

Furthermore, lexicostatistics taught Dumont d’Urville that Polynesian had 
no obvious relatives in either the Americas or on the Asian continent.  

…nous n’avons pu trouver aucuns rapports satisfaisans entre le grand 
polynésien et aucune des langues connues des deux continens voisins. 
Pas une de celles de l’Amérique n’offre le moindre point de contact 
avec le polynésien. Il en est de même des langues des peuples rive-
rains du continent asiatique vers l’Orient, comme l’anam, l’ava, le pe-
gou, le siamois, le chinois et le japonais. (1834c: 298) 

Interestingly, however, Dumont d’Urville did find correspondences between 
Chinese and Polynesian, of which he gave a fair number of examples, but he 
mitigated that ‘ces rapports, sauf un petit nombre, sont assez vagues, quand 
on considère le caractère monosyllabique de la langue chinoise, et la quan-
tité de significations diverses qui répondent souvent à la même articulation’ 
(1834c: 299). 

From Dumont d’Urville’s explanation and results, the real advantages as 
well as the severe limitations of Rafinesque’s method of lexicostatistics are 
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glaringly evident today, particularly if the methodology is applied without 
the insights of historical linguistics. Much of the history of glottochronology 
and lexicostatistics in the 19th century is charted by Hymes (1983).24 Hen-
drik Karel Jan Cowan (1959) was amongst the first to stress that many a 
practitioner of glottochronology and lexicostatistics appeared oblivious to 
the far greater probabilistic significance of structural correspondences be-
tween grammatical systems. At the same time, a fundamental flaw in the 
reasoning of glottochronology is that different languages are historically 
known to have changed at different rates. Even the validity of the mathema-
tical models employed in glottochronology have been challenged (Bergs-
land and Vogt 1962, Chrétien 1962, Guy 1994). More recently, the mathe-
matical models used in glottochronology have undergone considerable re-
finement, e.g. Gray and Atkinson (2003), and currently Russell Gray is 
making every attempt to accommodate the criticisms of comparative lin-
guists and so increasingly to incorporate historical linguistic insights into his 
mathematical model. 

Starostin once told the anecdote that when lexicostatistics is applied to 
Indo-European, the first language to split off is not Hittite, but Tok Pisin. 
Whereas Indo-European can be said to have collectively lost Anatolian 
features such as some laryngeals, there is no common trait or innovation 
shared by all of Indo-European but not Tok Pisin. Presumably, refinements 
in mathematical models designed to gauge genealogical distance between 
languages will render this anecdote obsolete. Yet, for Tibeto-Burman lin-
guistics the question as to whether Old Chinese was a pidgin or creole 
which arose when the linguistic ancestors of the Chinese first came to the 
Yellow River Valley at the dawn of the Shāng period will continue to haunt 
us. Whatever the prehistory of Sinituc may be, no shared feature has yet 
been shown to unite the rest of Tibeto-Burman as opposed to Sinitic. More-
over, lexicostatistical studies that once were meant to show Sinitic to be the 
first branch to split off characteristically ignored most branches of Tibeto-
Burman shown in Diagram 2. By contrast, Jaxontov’s 1996 Tibeto-Burman 
phylogeny based on lexicostatistics, reproduced by van Driem (2003: 112-
113), resembles Shafer’s family tree in that Sinitic is just one of several 
branches of the language family. There is no bifurcation of the family into 
Sinitic and some truncated ‘Tibeto-Burman’ construct. 

At the same time, Starostin stressed the importance of the hierarchical 
principle, which he attributed to Vladislav Markovič Illič-Svityč, who, in 
reconstructing Nostratic, compared entities taken to have existed at the same 
time depth. Illič-Svityč compared Proto-Altaic with Proto-Uralic, for 

 
24 A number of Hymes’ references are corrected in the bibliography, which here also in-
cludes a reference to Rafinesque’s original memoir. 
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example, and did not draw comparanda from disparate levels, such as an 
ancient tongue and a modern language. Yet the presumption of an unsup-
ported and probably false hierarchy is the hallmark of the ‘Sino-Tibetan’ 
model. Reconstructions within this paradigm accord as much weight to 
reconstructed Old Chinese as to all other language data from the entire 
language family. Furthermore, Peiros and Starostin’s ‘Sino-Tibetan’ recon-
struction violates the hierarchical principle in basing itself entirely on the 
comparison of Old Chinese, written Tibetan, written Burmese and modern 
Jinghpaw and Lushai. By the same token, if Sagart’s new Austronesian 
phylogeny is correct, comparisons between ‘Austro-Thai’ and Austroasiatic 
violate the hierarchical principle as well. At the same time, Starostin’s 
reconstructed Austroasiatic comparanda are not taken seriously by leading 
specialists in Austroasiatic and do not respect the accepted hierarchy of 
Austroasiatic phylogeny (cf. Diffloth 2005). 

In this context, it is relevant to keep in mind that Old Chinese is not the 
‘oldest language’ in the family. Old Chinese is not an entity comparable to, 
say, Latin, Greek and other extinct languages written in an alphabetic script. 
Old Chinese was written in an ideogrammatic script, in which symbols re-
presented words and morphemes. Because of the antiquity of the written tra-
dition, however, Old Chinese is also something more than just a recon-
struction analogous to Proto-Romance. Scholars who conduct the useful 
exercise of reconstructing Proto-Romance on the basis of the attested mod-
ern tongues arrive at a system reminiscent of Latin, but the resultant con-
struct is not Latin by any stretch of the imagination and lacks much of the 
morphology which is known to have characterised the common ancestral 
tongue (Mazzola 1976, Hall 1984). On the basis of Proto-Romance it would 
be difficult even to ascertain whether Latin was closer to Faliscan or to 
Oscan and Umbrian. Epistemologically, Old Chinese is not as much as a 
Tibeto-Burman analogue of Latin, nor is Old Chinese as little as a Tibeto-
Burman analogue of Proto-Romance. 

Old Chinese is a linguistic edifice founded upon reconstructed Middle 
Chinese and built with the rimes of the Shī Jīng ‘Book of Odes’, dating from 
between the 8th and 5th centuries BC, and the phonetic components in Chin-
ese characters that were devised in the Shāng and Zhōu period, buttressed 
by refined philological arguments. Much phonological information on Old 
Chinese was lost, albeit not all of it irretrievably, when the script was uni-
fied during the Qín dynasty in the 3rd century BC. Much has yet to be learnt 
from original specimens of writing antedating this period. 

Middle Chinese, the foundation upon which Old Chinese is built, is re-
constructed on the basis of the comparison of modern Sinitic languages, tra-
ditionally known as ‘Chinese dialects’, Chinese loanwords which entered 
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Vietnamese, Korean and Japanese, and the Qièyùn, a Táng dynasty diction-
ary published in 601 containing fǎnqiè spellings that specify the pronuncia-
tion of a character by two other ideograms, one representing the zìmǔ ‘ini-
tial’ and the other specifying the yùnmǔ ‘rime’. 

Coblin (2003) has soberingly reviewed the epistemological underpin-
nings of reconstructing older stages of Sinitic. Old Chinese is not the lan-
guage spoken by the ancient Chinese, but a reconstructible syllabary. Yet 
the language spoken at the time was no doubt more than just a syllabary, as 
Lepsius mooted in 1861. Whichever recently reconstructed syllabary one 
prefers, Old Chinese now looks like a reconstruction of a Tibeto-Burman 
language and gives the lie to the Sino-Tibetan hypothesis.  

Starostin’s comparisons assume etymological identity, and he excludes 
look-alikes such as Sino-Tibetan *miә̆ŋ ‘name’ and Proto-Indo-European 
*(e)nomen- ‘name’, between which no system of correspondence obtains 
despite phonetic similarity. Yet the sound laws which unite ‘Sino-Tibetan’ 
and Sino-Caucasian as well as entities such as Dene-Daic are not made ex-
plicit. How are we then to know that the comparanda adduced in Sino-Cau-
casian comparisons are real, much less that the correct cognates have been 
identified in the purportedly related language families? How much of this 
construction is science, and how much of it is arcane? Much can be im-
proved by making the sound laws and presumed regularities explicit, test-
able or open to scrutiny. 

Long rangers often see scholars working in individual recognised lan-
guage families as conservative and as hoarding their data. Yet scholars with 
greater and more detailed knowledge of individual languages and language 
groups are particular about getting the data correctly analysed and accu-
rately represented. So, the perceived difference in subcultures is more than 
just a sociological phenomenon but a question of methodological rigour. 
Taking the language family as a whole more seriously would inevitably lead 
to the removal of the ‘Sino-Tibetan’ bias and result in more credible recon-
structions. In summary, the evidence for Sino-Caucasian appears tenuous, 
especially due to the shaky nature of some of the reconstructed ‘Sino-
Tibetan’ comparanda. At the same time, it is significant, though not strictly 
a linguistic issue, that the Sino-Caucasian theory makes little sense of the 
archaeology or of the findings of population genetics to date. 

 The overall size of the empirical base in support of either Sino-Austro-
nesian or Sino-Caucasian is not ovewhelmingly vast. None the less, for reas-
ons explained above, Sagart’s 75 comparisons look more compelling than 
Starostin’s 1358. Even so, Sagart’s comparison notably excludes personal 
pronouns and numerals, which do not compare well, a fact which Sagart 
thinks is explicable in terms of ‘far-reaching paradigmatic changes (analogy, 
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politeness shifts involving deictics)’ (2005: 165). Skeptics may therefore 
still dismiss the selection of purported cognates as representing look-alikes 
or borrowings. Indeed, Starostin is inclined to dismiss Sagart’s Sino-Austro-
nesian correspondences as loans or to attribute them to a new Dene-Daic or 
Sino-Austric node at an even greater time depth. My first and present in-
clination has been to attribute Sagart’s data to an ancient contact situation 
which I have already described above. If in future the evidence involving 
shared morphology is borne out by more rigorous studies of Tibeto-Burman 
historical grammar, however, then a deep genetic relationship becomes 
more likely than an ancient contact situation. 

Just as in the case of indochinesisch, after Schott in 1856 diffidently re-
signed himself to the fact that other scholars would continue using the term, 
so too today scholars who continue to use the term ‘Sino-Tibetan’ likewise 
continue to adhere to the theory of genetic relationship which the term 
designates. That is, they continue to speak of Tibeto-Burman in the pinioned 
rather than the proper sense, in contexts which presume the veracity of this 
catch-all subgroup as a genetic construct coordinate with Sinitic. Since there 
is no evidence for a unitary truncated ‘Tibeto-Burman’ subgroup coordinate 
with Sinitic, the term ‘Sino-Tibetan’ must be abandoned along with the 
phylogenetic model which it designates. 

7. EAST ASIAN AND FUTURE PROSPECTS. Finally, we shall turn to a 
theory which Stan Starosta proposed a year before he died in July 2002. The 
theory, called East Asian, proposes an ancient phylum encompassing Kra-
Dai, Austronesian, Tibeto-Burman, Hmong-Mien and Austroasiatic. The 
ancient morphological processes shared by the families of this phylum are 
ostensibly an agentive prefix *<m->, a patient suffix *<-n>, an instrumental 
prefix <s-> and a perfective prefix *<n->. The East Asian word was disyl-
lablic and exhibited the canonical structure CVCVC. The proto-homeland of 
the East Asian proto-language or Proto-East-Asian dialect continuum (‘link-
age’) lay in the region laced by the Hàn, the Wèi and the central portion of 
the Yellow River in the period from 6500 to 6000 BC. Indeed, Starosta iden-
tified the Péilígǎng and Císhān neolithic with Proto-East-Asian. 

Starosta envisaged the linguistic ancestors of the Austronesians as the 
first group to have split off of East Asian. This family spread to the coast 
and then down the eastern seaboard to establish the Hémǔdù and Dàwènkǒu 
neolithic cultures of 5000 BC, ultimately to cross over to Formosa. Much 
later, emerging from Formosa, one migration gave rise to the Malayo-Poly-
nesian expansion to insular Southeast Asia, Oceania and parts of peninsular 
Southeast Asia, whereas another migration led back to the South China 
mainland, where it gave rise to Kra-Dai or Daic. 
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DIAGRAM 6: Starosta’s Proto-East-Asian. This diagram faithfully represents Star-
osta’s proposed East Asian phylogeny and corrects editorial errors which crept into 
his posthumously published tree diagram (2005: 183). The hypercorrect spelling 
‘Yangzi’ has likewise been restored to the tarditional English name ‘Yangtze’.25 

 
 
Back on the North China Plain, a second group split off and left the East 

Asian homeland to move south and settle along the Yangtze, where they 
shifted from millet to rice agriculture. These ‘Yangtzeans’ in turn later split 
up into the first Austroasiatic language communities, whom Starosta envis-
aged behind the Kūnmíng neolithic of 4000 BC, and the Hmong-Mien, who 

 
25 The Chinese for the Yangtze is Cháng Jiāng. The English name Yangtze derives from 
an older designation of a branch of the river in the Yangtze delta in Jiāngsū province 
downstream from Yángzhōu. This former branch of the river was named after a strategic 
ford Yángzǐ, the site of which no longer lies on the present course of the Yangtze. 
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later, according to Pulleyblank (1983), first burst into history in what is now 
Húběi and northern Húnán as the Chǔ polity (770-223 BC) which challenged 
the Eastern Zhōu. 

Back in the central Yellow River basin, a third decendant group of East 
Asian remained. This third family was Tibeto-Burman. Starosta accepted 
the Sino-Bodic hypothesis and so rejected Sino-Tibetan.26 Tibeto-Burman 
in Starosta’s conception split into Sino-Bodic, which he associated with the 
Yǎngsháo neolithic of 5800 BC, and a branch which he called Himalayo-
Burman, which he associated with the Dàdìwān neolithic in Gānsù 6500 BC. 
Sino-Bodic split up into Sinitic and Bodic. Starosta appears to have relabel-
led Bodic ‘Tangut-Bodish’ because he mistakenly supposed Tangut to be 
more closely related to Bodish rather than to Qiāngic. Starosta’s Himalayo-
Burman split up into Qiāngic, Kāmarūpan and Southern Himalayo-Burman. 
Qiāngic is a recognised subgroup, which possibly includes Tangut. Southern 
Himalayo-Burman may presumably be taken to include groups such as 
Karen, Lolo-Burmese, Mizo-Kuki-Chin and perhaps Pyu. Kāmarūpan is a 
misleading ‘hypothesis’ introduced by Matisoff which groups together lan-
guages known not to constitute a genetic taxon (Burling 1999, van Driem 
2001: 405-407). 

Starosta’s theory basically proposes an agricultural dispersal of the type 
envisaged by Peter Bellwood and Colin Renfrew. The farming dispersal 
model is not problematic in straightforward cases such as the Polynesian 
colonisation of hitherto uninhabited lands. However, this simplistic model is 
deficient for reconstructing linguistic intrusions and dispersals on con-
tinents, where population prehistory has been far more complex than the 
spread of agriculture reflected in the archaeological record. My qualified 
criticisms of the unqualified use of this hypothesis to argue the location of 
linguistic homelands can be consulted elsewhere (van Driem 2001: 423-426, 
1004-1021, 1051-1065, esp. 2002: 238-239). Rather, this is the place to set 
the record straight about Starosta’s intrinsically interesting hypothetical re-
construction of linguistic prehistory, particularly with regard to Tibeto-Bur-
man and Sino-Bodic. Starosta modestly concluded that the scenario which 
he sketched ‘is almost certainly wrong in a number of points’, but that ‘its 
potential utility’ lay ‘in helping to focus scholars’ efforts on particular speci-
fic questions, resulting in the replacement of parts of this hypothesis with 
better supported arguments’ (2005: 194). It should come as no surprise if a 

 
26 However, the term ‘Sino-Tibetan’ appears in the posthumously published version of 
Starosta’s article. Likewise, the tree diagram which was drawn up for Starosta posthum-
ously misrepresents his proposed East Asian phylogeny for Tibeto-Burman or ‘Sino-Tib-
etan’. The corrected tree diagram is given here as Diagram 6. 
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good number of Starosta’s novel and insightful hunches were to be borne 
out by future research. 
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